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Healing FibromyalgiaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	If you picked up this book looking for more ways to cope with

	fibromyalgia, you’re in for a surprise. What we propose here is

	that fibromyalgia is not an incurable, chronic source of pain and

	misery but rather a temporary and reversible problem that can be

	fixed.





	Just in the last year, a wealth of...
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Hutchison's Clinical Methods: An Integrated Approach to Clinical Practice With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, 22e (Hutchinson's Clinical Methods)Saunders, 2007

	Hutchison's Clinical Methods, first published over a century ago, is the classic textbook on clinical examination. It provides an outstanding source of learning and reference for undergraduate medical students and postgraduate doctors. It seeks to teach an integrated approach to clinical practice, so that new methods and investigations...
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Adherence to Antipsychotics in SchizophreniaSpringer, 2013

	Poor adherence to therapy is one of the main obstacles to treatment effectiveness in schizophrenia. It is the main determinant of relapse, hospitalization, symptom persistence, and poor psychosocial functioning and outcome. Adherence to treatment is affected by various factors related to the disease characteristics, to the patient him- or...
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What They Didn't Teach You at Medical SchoolSpringer, 2007


	When I graduated I started work in a 950-plus bed then district general hospital,

	which subsequently became the flagship teaching hospital of the UK, that is the first

	private funding initiative hospital to be built.Not only was it chaotic to move an entire

	hospital from one building to another several miles down the road, but I...
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The Gale Encyclopedia of Surgery: A Guide for Patients and CaregiversGacl, 2003

	The Gale Encyclopedia of Surgery: A Guide for Patients and Caregivers is a unique and invaluable source of information for anyone who is considering undergoing a surgical procedure, or has a loved one in that situation. This collection of 465 entries provides in-depth coverage of specific surgeries, diagnostic tests, drugs, and other related...
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How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 7: Creating stunning photomontages on a budgetFocal Press, 2008
Having trouble getting an artistic idea out of your head and onto the screen? Want to produce amazing creations in Elements without reading pages and pages of instructions? How to Cheat in Elements is the can't-miss book with the can-do attitude. Under the expert guidance of Elements masters David Asch and Steve Caplin, you'll get the hands-on...
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Countdown to Spanish : Learn to Communicate in 24 HoursMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Converse in Spanish like a native speaker in only 24 hours
So you're leaving for Spain or Latin America in a few days and you don't speak a word of the language? What will you do if you get lost in Seville and have to ask for directions? Or you're in the mood for paella and want to make a restaurant reservation? Or you fall ill...
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The Cure for All DiseasesNew Century Press, 1995
All diseases have simple explanations and cures once their true cause is known. Doctor Hulda Clark explains the causes of both common and extraordinary diseases and gives specific instruction for their cure through natural remedies and an electrical device you can build at home. 4 cassettes.

       About the Author
...
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Dad's Guide to Pregnancy For Dummies (For Dummies (Health & Fitness))For Dummies, 2010

	Practical, hands-on information for fathers-to-be


	When it comes to pregnancy, dads' roles have changed so much in the past few decades that expectant fathers don't always know where to turn to for guidance and advice on this milestone event. Now they do!


	Dad's Guide to Pregnancy For Dummies is...
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ACS Surgery: Principles & Practice, 6th EditionWebMD Professional Publishing, 2007


	In recent years, the commercialization of the American health care industry has challenged medicine across the breadth of its traditional roles and responsibilities. This trend is growing, and the greater emphasis on the commercialization and secularization of medicine has generated in medical professionals a passionate desire...
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Living Well with Parkinson'sJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Glenna Atwood shared her experiences and insights about how
she and her family coped with Parkinson’s disease in the first edition
of Living Well with Parkinson’s.

Her words were educational and inspirational to many people
affected by this intrusion in their life’s plan. Glenna, with Blaine—...
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100 Questions  &  Answers About Multiple SclerosisJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2006

	Approximately 350,000 people in the United States have Multiple Sclerosis. Whether you're a newly diagnosed MS patient, or a friend or relative of someone suffering from this disease, this book offers help. The only text to provide the doctor's and patient's views, 100 Questions & Answers About Multiple Sclerosis gives you...
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